TC 1.13
2018 Winter Conference, Chicago
21 January 2018, 1pm-3pm

Attending: Zheng O'Neill, S.A. Sherif, Leon from Purdue, Zhiwei Huang (Johnson Controls), Chris Laughman, Peter Armstrong, Vikrant Aute, and at least one other individual.

Voting Members: Peter, Chris, S.A. Sharif, Omar  Other absent voting members: Dave Yashar, Steve Treado.  No quorum.

Chair notes: TAC would like some feedback on the new review system. This require technical feedback, not just clicking boxes.

Program chair: Seminar No. 5 was successful, with approximately 90+ people attending. We will coordinate a seminar on controls for Houston. Zheng O'Neill will coordinate, Dave Blum, Chris Laughman, someone else will contribute presentations.

Discussion about a track on Optimization in HVAC+R Systems for the 2019 Annual meeting.

Vote to support seminar on MPC for buildings: 4 approve.

Handbook: Working on handbook chapter; need to have one more meeting about the structure of the chapter, then assign sections and start writing.

Website: Need to update website with the minutes. Also update the membership.

Research chair: Should we have research? Doesn't necessarily take much to write an RTAR. Generic cycle models? Etc. Could also look at not necessarily coming up with new optimization routines, but rather comparing different methods for a particular purpose.

Concluded meeting at approximately 3:00 pm.